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Conditional Non-Prosecution was established in the amended Criminal
Procedure Law in 2012. The Conditional Non-Prosecution, as an emerging
institution, is on the basis of the doctrine of prosecuting discretion, restorative justice,
the  individualization  of  penalty  as  well  as  other  legal  doctrines,  reflecting  the
flexible criminal policy in China. In addition, this institution could also enhance the
protection of the rights of the juveniles. In a word, the Conditional Non-Prosecution
mirrors the legislative intent to provide special protection to the minor. Moreover,
this institution could also satisfy the requirement of 1) saving judicial resources and
improving the economic benefits of litigation; 2) effectively preventing and
controlling the crimes, especially the minor crimes; 3) resolving the social conflicts
and reinforcing the social  relations.  This article,  taking the procuratorate in ZZ city
as a sample, through the analysis and discussion of the specific data and cases,
attempts to take research on the practice of the Conditional Non-Prosecution System.
This article has summarized several problems in the current practice of Conditional
Non-Prosecution, as the following: 1) unreasonable settings; 2) unsound supervisory
mechanism; 3) the deficiency of supporting system; 4) unreasonable personnel
allocation in juvenile prosecution organ, 5) confusion within the existing evaluation
systems, and others. Finally, this article is aimed to provide the suggestion to
improve the practice of Conditional Non-Prosecution on several aspects, such as 1)
design of system; 2) Restriction and Supervision mechanism; 3) establishment of
supporting systems; 4) juvenile prosecution organ and personnel allocation; 5)
modification of the current evaluation standards.
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